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Tactical aspects of simulation

I Simulation has always a goal.

I How to organize simulation to reach the goal sufficiently well
and without unneccessary work?

I Simulation makes use of a program that is statistically
sufficiently similar with the original system.

I How the simulation should be started and ended?

I What should be measured?

I How long to simulate, have we done enough, how much more
is needed?



Basic requirements

To be able to analyze the simulation results reliably we should ensure
that

I Simulation results do not contain any bias we are not aware of

I Possible bias can be accounted for asymptotically

I Simulation runs do not have uncontrolled dependencies

I Single runs produce normally distributed results



Elementary pitfalls

I Random number streams are improperly initialized (be sure to know
how this is done)

I Example: original JavaSim (before 2016 refactorization) initialized
all streams with same seed

I Starting or ending of run/observation creates a systematic error to
each run (may create bias that does not vanish asymptotically)

I Too few or too short runs (statistical analysis will be unreliable)



Unbiased observation

How to simulate so that the results of individual simulation runs (X :s)
are unbiased (i.e. their expectation is α)?
It is essential to control the length of the individual simulation runs
according to the nature of the parameter to be estimated. For example,
utilization rate (service time/simulation time) requires the individual
simulations to last equal amount of time.
Average waiting time per client would require constant amount of
simulated clients.
Typically the simulated entities are divided to system dependent and
client dependent resulting to need to simulate for fixed time or fixed
amount of clients, respectively.



Simulating equilibria

In equilibrium the effect of initial conditions (or changes in the
environment) to the distributions of the system variables is no longer
present.
Opposite to the equilibrium is the transient state where the distributions
of the state variables change as functions of time (i.e. they remember
something from the initial state).
We need to simulate equilibrium states either for their own sake (as
reprentatives of the normal operation of the system) or to set the system
to the right state before starting the transient phenomenon of interest.



Simulating equilibria

The initial state influences to the system variables in the beginning
of the simulation run

I we have to ignore observations from the beginning (to not to
create bias)

I some work is lost

I it is relatively expensive to make fully independent repetitions

One option is to make one long simulation run and take several
successive samples

I only one initial transient to be ignored (less data is lost)

I more efficient to make several samples

I successive samples are not independent

I statistical analysis is more difficult



Simulating equilibria

How can we identify the initial transient

I Very frequent problem, hence many strategies have been
developed

I Ad hoc rules of thumb, statistical tests, visualisation based
human decisions

I Typically requires storing samples of output from the warm up
and defining the start of real observation a posteriori



Simulating equilibria

Some heuristics

I Conway’s method. Consider steady state to begin from first
value that is between the extrema of the rest of the sequence.
(This may require the use of sub sample means as considered
values).

I Mean passing. Start steady state after the observations have
passed the observed mean (of the whole sequence) k times.

I Minimum standard error test: Compute the standard deviation
of the sequence average for samples i , . . . , n and pick value of
i that gives minimum value as the first sample in steady state



Simulating equilibria - example

Consider wash machine example and monitor total response time
by clients (waiting + service). Long response time predicts long
response for the following client due to queuing.
Observe cumulative response time during intervals of 100 units. 10
independent replications starting with empty system. Faster
response expected for first samples.
Different queuing capacity (3, 4, 8 places in queue), saturated
system (service time = interarrival time).



Simulating equilibria - example

cap3 cap4 cap8 var3 var4 var8
Average 198,22 247,77 443,34
sample 1 152,28 137,75 224,77 11,01 23,00 78,31
sample 2 170,23 205,21 383,48 10,53 18,49 59,62
sample 3 200,83 258,26 408,96 10,59 18,34 60,13
sample 4 182,59 285,32 451,05 11,06 19,13 61,91

Different heuristics suggest different initial transients



Simulating equilibria

Recognition of initial transient and analysis of successive samples
can be done using the concepts of covariance and autocorrelation.
Let Xj be an ordered sequence of random variables, E (Xj) = αj .
Let us define

Cov(Xi ,Xj) = E ((Xi − αi )(Xj − αj)).

Xi and Xj are independent if and only if Cov(Xi ,Xj) = 0.



Simulating equilibria

Let Xj :s be samples from a simulation run. In equilibrium the
distribution of Xj :s does not depend on j , E (Xj) = α, ∀j . Then
Cov(Xi ,Xj) depends only on |i − j | =: d .
We define the autocorrelation of sequence X as

ρd =
Cov(Xi ,Xi+d)√
Var(Xi )Var(Xi+d)

In equilibrium ρd = Cov(Xi ,Xi+d )
σ2 .

If ρd ≈ 0, ∀d > d0, we can consider the initial transient vanished
after d0 samples.



To analyse the successive samples from same simulation run we
have two approaches

I Ignore sufficiently many observations between the samples so
that ρ1 = ρ2 = . . . = 0, and analyze independent samples.

I Analyze the samples taking into account the autocorrelation
in the results.

For dependent samples Xj the variance of the sample mean X̄ is

Var(X̄ ) =
σ2

N

[
1 + 2

N−1∑
d=1

(1− d

N
)ρd

]

If ρd :s are positive, the variance of X̄ is bigger than σ2/N. So we
need more samples to reduce the confidence interval to the desired
level



Simulating equilibria - example

First autocorrelations of total response times for different queuing
capacities.

corr1 corr2 corr3 corr4
cap3 0,16 0,06 0,05 0,02 0,38
cap4 0,29 0,13 0,09 -0,01 0,69
cap8 0,63 0,40 0,30 0,22 2,30

For long queues clearly longer samples would be needed.



Renewal-technique for simulating equilibria

I In certain situations the dependecy between successive samples can
be removed with so called renewal-technique.

I It requires that some state occurs often (typically empty system)
and that the system data has no memory (exponentially distributed,
so called Poisson process)

I If each sample is started from the same state, the successive
samples are independent (without sacrificing any output data).

I The length of a single sample can not be controlled. So the
estimates will be biased.



Renewal-technique for simulating equilibria

Example: consider a simple queuing model (one queue, one server)
and its awerage waiting time. We change the sample always when
a client comes to an empty system. We simulate n samples with Li
clients (i = 1, . . . , n). Let the individual waiting times be wij and

waiting time in sample i as yi =
∑Li

j=1Wij .
The simulated average waiting time will be

w̄ =

∑
yi∑
Li

=
ȳ

L̄

The true expected waiting time is

µ =
E (y)

E (L)
6= E (

ȳ

L̄
)



Renewal-technique for simulating equilibria

The bias caused by the fact that the renewal-state is forced to the
beginning and end of simulation (the renewal-state does not
represent the true equilibrium state). The error is of order 1/n.
To reduce the bias depening on the number of samples, there is a
technique called as Jackknife. Let θ̂n be an estimate from n
samples with property

E (θ̂n) = θ +
n∑

i=1

αi/n
i

Let us now compute estimate θ̂n−1 using n − 1 samples. Then

E (nθ̂n − (n − 1)θ̂n−1) = θ +
n∑

i=2

α̂i/n
i = θ + O(

1

n2
).



Renewal-technique for simulating equilibria

E (nθ̂n − (n − 1)θ̂n−1) = θ +
n∑

i=2

α̂i/n
i = θ + O(

1

n2
).

(Thus the bias decays faster as function of n).

I Typically Jackknife is formed by removing in each sample i in
its turn to get estimate θ̂−i and improved estimate
Ji (θ̂) = nθ̂ − (n − 1)θ̂−i .

I Final estimate (Jackknife) is 1
n

∑
i Ji (θ̂).

I The technique can be used when the original results have a
bias depending on the number of samples.



Simulating equilibria - synopsis

How to make reasonably rigorous simulation tests for an
equilibrium system:

I Make some (10-20) independent simulations of reasonable
length and take (tens of) samples of equal length from each
run

I Define the autocorrelation between the samples (or use some
other way to estimate the transient)

I Compute the point and interval estimates from the stationary
part of experiment

I If results are good enough you are done, otherwise define the
needed length of simulation to reduce the confidence interval
to sufficent level.

I If the needed simulation work seems to be too much, try
investigating variance reduction techniques (next lecture)


